Usability First Test
Results, Feedback & Suggestions

Difficulties:

• Understanding how input works on the form
• Understanding what the output box does
• Not sure what button submits input
• Subtracting EXP and gold is impossible
• Duplicate link on home page is confusing

Suggestions:

• Add a summary or instructions on the form page showing how it works
• Change the CSS for the output box to make it more clear just what role it has
• Add functionality for subtracting EXP and gold either from string to number validation or with a gold spent/exp spent box
• Change the input submission techniques to include tabbing and leaving the field altogether (very clever idea)
• Consolidate the two steps on the home page so it's not needlessly confusing
• Certain text could be changed color or accentuated in some way if it is important to better attract the eye of the user!

Positives:

• Color scheme fits well and does not detract from the usability, only aids it
• Background image is good and thematic
• Formatting makes sense and spacing is good
• Zero problems with navigation, moving through the website makes sense
• Content is centered on the page and it's clear where the find information